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C t h t ll l l f h liCurrent research at all levels of schooling 
emphasizes the importance of effective 
reading comprehension as well as thereading comprehension, as well as the 
challenges instructors face teaching it. 

At the university, though, we assume that this 
is an ability that has already been acquired by 

d h h i ’our students, or that perhaps it’s not our 
responsibility to have to teach it.



How prepared are your students to read in 
your classes? How do you know?



Student readiness for college-level reading has 
steadily declined since 1999 to its lowest point insteadily declined since 1999 to its lowest point in 
twelve years, and six million of the nation’s 
secondary school students are reading well below 
grade level.grade level.

Although studies have shown the need to 
continue developing reading skills and strategiescontinue developing reading skills and strategies 
long after students are "able to read," 28 states 
mandate teaching reading comprehension skills 
through the eighth grade only— as though g g g y g
reading skills are fully developed by the age of 
13.



Almost 60% of all schools do not have grade 
specific standards for reading 
comprehension Therefore teachers are at acomprehension. Therefore, teachers are at a 
loss in determining who is reading well 
enough and who is reading poorly.g g p y

Because their state does not require it, few 
teachers at the high school level teach 
reading strategies.



College-level reading preparedness is seldom 
addressed in high school, particularly for 
students who are not identified by theirstudents who are not identified by their 
teachers as college bound. High school 
English teachers assume students "know how g
to read" when they come to class.

To a great degree—college professors have 
the same assumptions and higher 
expectations!expectations!



“This is boring.”

“That was confusing… I didn’t get it.”

“Stupid book.”

“Why don’t they just tell us what we need to 
read for the test!”read for the test!



“They didn’t even open their books.”

“Are they even trying?!?”

“How are they ever going to learn, if they 
don’t read?”don t read?

“It’s not my job to teach them how to read!”It s not my job to teach them how to read!



What are some things you do to help students 
comprehend the readings in your classes? 
And, how do you know if they are working?

OR

What do you think you could do to help 
students with reading comprehension in yourstudents with reading comprehension in your 
classes? And, how would you determine if 
they are working?



We cannot change how well prepared our g p p
students are when they come to us, but we 
can (teach) effective reading strategies in our 

dl f h bjcourses regardless of the subject matter. 
Poor reading is a problem many of our 
students face so it is our problem toostudents face, so it is our problem, too. 





Strategy #1: Pre-Reading for Focus

Strategy #2: Distinguishing Main and 
Supporting Ideas





How do we get our mindHow do we get our mind 
working with those words 
on the page? 



Look at the

BOLD-FACED HEADINGSBOLD FACED HEADINGS

Wh t d th t ll b t thWhat do they tell us about the 
PURPOSE of this reading?g



SIZES / COLORSSIZES / COLORS

Identify their functions:

Title
Main Ideas

S ti IdSupporting Ideas



WHY?WHY?
HOW? 

WHAT?
WHEN?WHEN?

WHO?
WHERE?WHERE?



TAKE NOTESTAKE NOTES
WRITE SUMMARIES 

for each section

OUTLINEOUTLINE
DO CONCEPT MAPS







Students often say:
"How do they expect us to remember 
everything from the reading when they assign 
over 30 pages to read?!?"over 30 pages to read?!?  

"This is just too much "This is just too much.  

"I bet they haven't read all of this themselves-I bet they haven t read all of this themselves
-and they expect us to understand it all!" 



One reason for this is because they have a 
hard time distinguishing main ideas from 
supporting details
In other words sometimes students "can't seeIn other words, sometimes students can t see 
the forest for the trees" with the trees 
representing the supporting details thatrepresenting the supporting details that 
should make the forest, or the main idea, 
clear.



Most college-level readings are structured to 
help students distinguish between main ideas 
and supporting details. 
Textbook chapters and sections within theTextbook chapters and sections within the 
chapter, as well as other types of readings we 
assign, all have one or more main idea or keyassign, all have one or more main idea or key 
concept.
Authors then use explanations and 
supporting ideas--including evidence and 
examples--to clarify and support. 



Showing students how to identify both stated
and implied main ideas as well as how to
understand the roles of supporting details 

h l h b ff ican help them become more effective 
readers.
Being able to distinguish between main ideasBeing able to distinguish between main ideas
and supporting details helps students draw
conclusions evaluate and critically interpretconclusions, evaluate, and critically interpret
all integral skills for comprehension in 
college reading. g g



These are basic questions you can ask both to 
i l i i di dstimulate interest in a reading and to create a 

framework for recognizing the main idea and 
supporting details:pp g
Based on the title of the reading, what do you think 
the article will be about?
I th t th t d ib th i idIs there one sentence that describes the main idea 
for this topic?
What two words would you use to describe the y
"gist" of the paragraph?
What details from the selection support this "gist"?



The headings in the textbook should serve as 
a guide to the overall pattern.
They may vary in size, color, font type, or 
style (italicized underlined bolded all capitalstyle (italicized, underlined, bolded, all capital 
letters). 
Then the paragraphs within those sectionsThen, the paragraphs within those sections 
might also follow a consistent pattern. 



BOLD HEADING--ALL CAPS
Introduction to the concepts of this section or 
chapter.

B ld H di◦ Bold Heading
The first concept will be considered in detail.



Pattern A: First sentence: Main idea
Next sentence(s): Further explanation of the main       

idea.
Next sentence(s): Examples or evidence or bothNext sentence(s): Examples or evidence or both.

Final sentence of the paragraph: May contain a 
summary idea of the main concepts of the 
paragraph, or a lead-in to the continued 
development of the main idea in the followingdevelopment of the main idea in the following 
paragraph.



Pattern B: Paragraph starts with examples/evidence 
d l d i h i idand concludes with a main idea statement.

Pattern C: Paragraph consists of examples and 
evidence as a follow-up to the preceding e de ce as a o o up to t e p eced g
paragraph's main idea statement.
Pattern D: Paragraph provides explanations, 

l id i d t texamples, evidence, comparisons and contrasts, 
but the main idea is implied; it is not stated clearly 
in any one sentence of the paragraph. This means 
you need to determine the main idea and write it in 
the margin in your own words.



Teaching students to read these patterns will 
help them to identify the main idea and 
supporting details. 
One simple strategy for this is to askOne simple strategy for this is to ask 
students to highlight, underline, circle, or 
otherwise mark the main idea, explanations,otherwise mark the main idea, explanations, 
examples, and evidence.



When students struggle to locate the main idea of a 
paragraph they can use this process of elimination strategyparagraph, they can use this process of elimination strategy. 
By identifying the supporting details first, they can narrow 
down the paragraph's contents to arrive at the main idea.
Identify the following--The three EsIdentify the following--The three Es. 
◦ Examples

◦ Evidence

◦ Explanations
HINT: Remind students to look for key words that signal examples, evidence, and other 

supporting details in your specific textbook. Strengthening their awareness of signalsupporting details in your specific textbook. Strengthening their awareness of signal 
words such as "for example, as, like, imagine" may make a significant difference.

If there is a sentence left, could it be the main idea? If so, it 
could be the main idea.



If highlighting is taught, but not structured, 
d f hi hli h l i lstudents often over-highlight, placing equal 

emphasis on many subordinate ideas and often 
missing the main point.g p
One solution is to Color Code annotation, using 
different colors for different kinds of ideas:

BLUE ExamplesBLUE- Examples
GREEN- Explanations
PINK-Evidence
RED- Main Ideas
This allows students to identify what kind of information is 

available quickly and to locate and study main ideas easily.



Students will also experience the same 
problems with highlighting-if there is a 
focused strategy for pencil marking as well, 
students can differentiate between the levelsstudents can differentiate between the levels 
of ideas more clearly.
BOX (around the sentence)=main ideaBOX (around the sentence) main idea
SOLID UNDERLINE=explanation
DASHED UNDERLINE=examplesp
CIRCLE (around the sentence)= evidence



Although there are many other strategies, 
d i d l i i hdemonstrations, and sample exercises in the 
Modules themselves, these are some of the 
quickest and easiest ones to implement right away.q p g y

Once the modules are in the THECB repository, any 
d t t f ll l k t h t th d leducator can get a full look at what these modules 

have to offer and can modify these concepts to fit 
their specific discipline.



Learners need to develop strategies that help them 
k l f h i l itake control of their learning.

The purpose of our project is to create 14 digitizedThe purpose of our project is to create 14 digitized 
instructional modules designed to provide college-
level faculty with effective strategies to improve 

di h i kill i t l l llreading comprehension skills in entry-level college 
courses across disciplines.



Thank you!!!!y


